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MATH SPEAK - TO BE UNDERSTOOD AND MEMORIZED 

1) RATE = a fraction composed of two quantities.  e.g. 
  
100 km

1 h  ,  $1.69 
100 g  ,  55 words

1 min  ,  2.2 lb
1 kg   

2) UNIT RATE = a special rate where the number of one of the quantities is a 1.  e.g. 
   
100 km

1 h  ,  55 words
1 min  ,  1 kg

2.2 lb   

3) CONVERSION FRACTION = a fraction used to convert one unit within a rate to another unit. 
e.g. 

  
1 km

1000 m  ,  60 s
1 min  ,  1 kg

2.2 lb   
  

I) STARTING WITH A RATE, AND COMPARING RATES 
A) SAMPLE PROBLEMS 1: Study these examples carefully.  Be sure you understand and memorize the process 

used to complete them. 

1) Given 
  
265 words

392 s , convert words per second to words per minute: 

2) Given 
  
2.499 L
15 min , convert litres per minute to litres per hour:  

3) The local supermarket sells sirloin steak for $11.99 per pound while the local butcher sells it in 2 kg 
packages for $54.49.  Which store has the lower price? 

Step 1: Write down all the math information you can find in the problem: 

Step 2: It is best to compare unit rates having the same top and bottom units, therefore convert the 
price at the Butcher to $/lb or convert the price at the supermarket to $/kg.  This will allow you 
to compare unit rates with the same units. 

Step 3: Answer the question: 
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4) Turn your text to page 456 and complete the problem given in EXAMPLE 3.  Do not read the solution 
given in the text. 
Determine the fuel efficiency for the first leg of the trip, Fill-up 1: 

OR 

Determine the fuel efficiency for the second leg of the trip, Fill-up 2: 
Determine the distance Mario traveled between Fill-up 1 and Fill-up 2: 

Determine the fuel efficiency between Fill-up 1 and Fill-up 2: 

OR 

Answer the questions: 

5) Turn your text to page 464 and read the problem given in EXAMPLE 4.  DO NOT READ THE SOLUTION 
GIVEN IN THE TEXT. 
Step 1: Write down all the math information you can find in the problem then organize it: 

 Amelia Bruce 

Step 2: Determine the total number of Calories Amelia burned: 

Step 3: Determine the total time Bruce must walk to burn the same number of Calories as Amelia: 

Step 4: Answer the question: 

B) REQUIRED PRACTICE 2: Page 459: Questions 4, 5, 6, 7(a, b & d), 8, 9 then 2.  {Answers are on page 580 
of the text.} 

C) REQUIRED PRACTICE 3 
1) Page 473: Questions 1, 2, 3, 6, 7 & 8.  {Answers are on page 581 of the text.} 
2) Page 521: Question 12.  {Answers are on page 586 of the text.} 

  


